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Last week’s stock market performance was off the hook. The
S&P 500 Index was up around 2.0% for the week but was
overshadowed by the huge moves recorded by the NASDAQ
Composite and the Russell 2000 Index, which were up over 3%
and 4%, respectively. We have been stressing for months that
unemployment changes for the better are the key to economic
recovery and the results were fantastic on Friday. In fact, it caps
off a few months worth of good numbers so hopefully, we are
heading in the right direction.
But it wasn’t just the strong employment figures that are making
investors feel warm and fuzzy inside. Last week’s rise was due in
large part to what we call “The Facebook Effect.” On the one
hand, it’s great that Facebook has bred optimism and taken
stocks we have written up with it, but we have real concerns that
the media is setting us up for a big fall.
Disclosure: I have never really been a huge fan of Facebook. I
understand how great it is from the social and social media
aspects and how it has been a paradigm-changing service or club
or whatever it really is. In case you have been in an alternate
universe, Facebook filed the documents necessary for IPO of
Class A shares last week, in what may be the most widelyanticipated IPO of all time. I get it. It is a cause for celebration,
right?
What I don’t get is how the media has portrayed this whole
process as something as important as a cure for cancer (or
politicians.) And the comments made by management are
nothing short of God-complex-like. But it is not just the impact
on my sensibility that has me charged.
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It is the simple fact that if this IPO flops, or if advertising revenue
and other revenue-generating initiatives stumble, it could have a
real effect on the market at large. The valuation is very high and
will get a big pop to start, but is it sustainable even if things go
well?
While the market cap will surely pale in comparison to Apple or
ExxonMobil initially, it will not likely be too far off. The fact that
the impending Facebook filing has generated front page business
news for days on end is scary. Expectations are just too high.
So, I guess I am shooting a warning shot across the bow of the
ship that is the stock market, in case we see a few hiccups for
what we may term as the Facebook Effect.

Facebook Effect Stocks and Preview
As noted above, there were some stocks that were bud
substantially higher and thus were clear tremendous beneficiaries
of the Facebook Effect.

Zynga Corp. (NASDAQ – ZNGA - $13.39), the online gaming
company which derives the bulk of its revenue from its
relationship with Facebook, soared for two straight days on 4-5x
average daily volume, and is up 50% since we discussed it in late
December. GSCR-featured stock GLUU Mobile (NASDAQ – GLUU
- $4.00), a mobile gaming firm, also benefited from the Facebook
Effect, rising 30% on huge volume.
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We believe the rise in GLUU was attributed more to ZNGA rather
than Facebook directly, as a number of gaming software firms
enjoyed a bump last week. However, we infer from the stock’s
price movement that some investors believe that as one of the
leaders in mobile gaming, GLUU could be a Facebook target.

As noted in its filing, one of the primary risks to its current model
lies in the fact that Facebook is weak in the mobile space and
needs to enhance mobile features and applications. With that in
mind, we believe that some investors believe that a partnership
or takeover of GLUU could be in the cards. It is possible that a
relationship between the two firms could occur, but we are
dismissive of any M&A outcome.
Investors will get more clarity on GLUU’s prospects this week as
the Company, along with other featured stocks are expected to
release quarterly financial results. The female condom maker The
Female Health Company (NASDAQ – FHCO - $5.36) reported
strong results for its most recent quarter last week and made
very positive comments regarding the current year.
We expect the management teams of the companies below to
also predict a favorable outlook for their respective companies.
In the case of GLUU, we would not be surprised to see some
short term profit-taking on the news, unless substantive news is
released in conjunction with the financials report.
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We recommend readers keep an eye out for the quarterly
releases on the following companies this week, and would
continue to accumulate the shares if prospects remain favorable,
as valuations are really attractive:
QC Holdings (NASDAQ – QCCO – $3.49)
Napco Security Systems (NASDAQ – NSSC – $2.86)

Super Bowl Indicator Revisited
You may recall that we published a piece on the Super Bowl
Indicator a few weeks ago. In years that a team with roots dating
back to the old NFL such as the New York Giants wins the Super
Bowl, the Indicator tells us that the average market return has
been a rise of 13.2%. In years that a team representing the old
AFL, such as the New England Patriots wins, the average return
is a decline of 15.3%. The Indicator has been right 27 out of 32
years, or 85% of the time. With the New York Giants winning
Super Bowl XLVI over the New England Patriots 21-17, it may
portend we continue to have a good year for the stock market.
Let’s hope so.
Until next week…
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ALL INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT OR NEWSLETTER IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW,
TWO TRIANGLE CONSULTING GROUP, LLC WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR THE QUALITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS,
RELIABILITY OR TIMELINESS OF THIS INFORMATION, OR FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES THAT MAY ARISE OUT OF THE USE OF THIS INFORMATION BY YOU OR ANYONE ELSE
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITIES, TRADING LOSSES, AND DAMAGES THAT
MAY RESULT FROM ANY INACCURACY OR INCOMPLETENESS OF THIS INFORMATION). TO THE FULLEST EXTENT
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